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ON THE

STATE OF THE COUNTRY.

IN DECEMBER 181 6.

In order that public spirited individuals, desirous of explain-

ing their sentiments on the state of the country, at the

present eventful crisis, should be enabled to do it with moie

advantage, I beg leave to submit to their consideration,

some authentic facts, extracted from public documents,

on which their reasoning may be founded. The accounts

connected with the property tax, furnish the best data for

supplying such useful information, and shall therefore be

the foundation of the following statements.

1. Amount of the property tax for three years, ending

.5th April, 1814, (fractions omitted).

Gross Assessment. Net Assessment.

Ann. 1812, £ 14,462,775 i£ 13,302,782

1813, 15,488,546 14,215,020

IS 14, 15,325,720 14,545,279

The last year being the most productive, the subsequent

details principally refer to it.

The property tax was payable according to five sche-

dules, numbered A. B. C. D. and E. distinguishing the

different classes of contributors.

Agricultural Class.

Schedule A. contains lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments. For the sake of comparison, it is proposed to
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give the gross amount of the income thence arising, not

only for the year 1814, but for the year 1 806, when the

distinctions regarding the subdivisions of this class, were

first made. Some idea may thence be formed, of the

great increased value of property in that interval.

Annual incomefrom lands and houses.

An. 1806. An. 1814.

Property from lands, ,£29,834,484 £ 39,405,705

Property from houses, 11,913,513 16,259,399
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Schedule B, contains the income of the occupiers of

land, An. 1814, and was divided into the following classes :

Lands tithe free, in England, - £ 9,458,309

Titheable,
l

23,268,733

Tithe free in part, - - - 740,664

Tithe free on payment of a modus, - 560,570

Lands tithe free in Scotland, 4,367,657

Titheable in Scotland, - - 209

4,367,S66

Add for fractions, - 1

£38,396,143

The gross duty on the occupiers of land, zt 1 s. 6d. per

pound, after deducting tithes, amounts to £ 2,734,450.

The net duty to £ 2, 176,228.

Classes not Agricultural.

The sum payable from funded property, and on the

interest of exchequer and navy bills, was contained in

Schedule C. amounting in all to 3,004,861.

Schedule D. is the assessment of profits on commercial

property, trade and manufactures, and every species of

profession, as lawyers, physicians, &c. the income of all

which is stated at .£37,058,988. and the taxes arising

from which, deducting certain allowances, is .£'3,021,187.

In the accounts for some years past, there is no distinction

made between these several sources of income, but there

was in 1801, when trade produced only £1,121,792.

of duty. Out of the £3,021,187. therefore, of net assess-

ment, payable An. 1814, on commercial property, and

' The amount of compositions, for Ulhci, and of tithes leased om,

is £2,231,910.
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professions, £2,000,000. is the largest sum that can be

allotted to trade alone.

Schedule E. is divided into two classes, 1. Provincial

offices, (as corporation offices, coroners, under-sheriffs,

&c.) and casual profits. These amounted, An. 1814,

to j£1 88,932. of duty. The other class consists of our

naval, military, and civil establishments, including the

courts of justice and the civil list ; the tax on all these

sources amounted to ,£924,312.

From the foregoing accounts the following statement

may be given, as a general view of the amount of assess-

ment for the property tax, An. ] 814-15.

Schedule A. land in property, - £ 4,297,247

Schedule B. occupiers of land, - - 2,176,228

Total on lands, 6,473,475

Tax on houses, ..... 1,625,939

8,099,414

Schedule C. on funded property, - - J,OJ4,861

Schedule D. trades, - 2,000,000

Ditto, professions, - 1,021,187

3,021,187

Schedule E. provincial offices, 18S,932

Ditto naval, military, and

civil establishments, 924,312

1,113,244
1 Supplementary accounts, ... 80,000
' Overplus duties and penalties, ... 7,008

Add for fractions, .... 6

Total general amount, '£ 1 3,325,720

1 Not mentioned before, but contained in the documents.
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Deductionsfrom the general amount.

Charges of management, - - 344,228

Allowance of duty to foreigners, friendly-

societies, &c. ... ] 70,000

Allowances to children, - - 166,213

Certificates of discharge, and returns

for process, .... 100,000

.*£ 780,441

Gross produce ... ,£15,325,720

Deductions, .... 780,441

Net produce from the whole

assessment, £ 14,545,279

The importance of property in land, as a source of

revenue, is sufficiently evident, from these statements. It

amounted to a£6,433,475. (deducting ^40,000. as the tax

on commercial profits on iron works,) independent of the

houses occupied by the proprietors of land ; while the

commercial interests were not charged more than about

two millions. Nor is this all. It is the land that furnishes

the materials of the greater part of our manufactures, as

the woollen, the leather, the iron, the hardware, the earthen

ware, &c. The proprietors and occupiers of land, supply

the best market to our manufacturers and merchants ; and

it is through them, that the greater part of the other profes-

sions gain their livelihood. Numbers of the fundholders

are little aware, that upon the prosperity of agriculture,

the payments of their dividends must depend. For it is to

be obseri'ed, that as the property tax vats imposed on all

the classes of the community, in proportion to their wealth

or income, hence, tlie taxes payable in ewry other way, by
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each class, and every individual in each class, who spends

his income, must be nearly in the same proportion.

On the other hand it is proper and just to state, that the

agriculturists are greatly indebted to trade and manufactures,

for that consumption of the produce of the soil which they

occasion ; and if the manufacturer pays more for the

provisions he consumes, than his competitors in foreign

markets, he ought to receive a bounty, on the goods he

exports, to compensate for that excess, and to put him on

an equal footing with his foreign rivals.

It may next be desirable to ascertain the income from the

soil, in the years 1806, and 1814; and the value of the

productions of the soil An. 1814.

1. Produce of land, >
*n '8°6 *"•"?*

tithes excepted,
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In fact it is, not passing from a state of war, to that of

peace, " butfrom a state ofabundant, to deficient circula-

tion ;" that is the great source of our calamities.

It likewise appears from the following statement, printed

by'order of the House of Commons, on the 7th of March,

1816, that the occupiers of land form a most numerous,

ai well as valuable, class of the community.
No. of Persons.

1. Occupiers of land, with incomes under .50/.

per annum, and consequently exempt from

the tax ; 114,778

2. Occupiers from 50/. to 150/. per

annum
;

432,534

3. Occupiers above 150/. - 42,062

474,596

Total 589,374

When we consider for a moment, how usefully tnis im-

mense body of respectable and industrious individuals are

occupied ;—that by the last enumeration of the population

of England, Wales, and Scotland, the number of families

chiefly employed in agriculture, amounts to 895,99S ;

—

that owing to the number of servants employed by farmers,

each family cannot be estimated at less than six, or about

5,400,000 souls in all ;—and that besides the numbers who

are directly dependant upon agriculture for their subsist-

ence, there are several millions, indirectly in a similar pre-

dicament ;—it is impossible not to be astonished, at the very

moderate encouragement given to agricultural exertions,

and how little the attention of the public at large has

hitherto been directed to the improvement of the soil, or

to the interests of those who occupy it. Thrice has the

commercial interest been relieved by loans from the pub-
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-

lie ; but hitherto, no such mark, of public protection ha.-

been bestowed on the land.

On the 6th of March, 1816, another document w im-

printed by order of the House of Commons, statin" the

number of persons employed in trade and professions, as-

sessed to the property tax.

No. of Per.ous.

1. Persons in trade and professions under 50J.

per annum, and exempt from the tax, - 100,7-60

2. Above .50/. and under 150/. - 1 1 ;\306

3. From 1.50/. to 1,000/. - - 31,923

•1- From 1000/. and upwards, - 3,692

1 52,926

Total 25:3,686

Consequently there are 474,596 actual contributor < to

the property tax, among the agricultural classes, and only

152,926 in trades, and other professions, making the num-

ber of actual contributors connected with agriculture, more

than all the classes in Schedule D put together, not less

than 321,670.

It is to be hoped that these statements will satisfy every

impartial individual, that the strength and resources of this

country depend upon the productions of the soil ;

—

thai

the land is the basis of our financial system ; — that it is the

source on which commerce and manufactures, and the pay-

ment of the public creditors must depend ; and it is well

known, that the revenues of the church, and by far the

largest proportion of the payments to the poor, and various

other public charges, are payable from the same source.

Hence, nothing can be more impolitic, than to neglect the

adoption of any measure, by which the interests of agri-

culture can be promoted ;—or more hazardous, than to
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take any step, by which its prosperity can be impaired, or

those who live by it, either impoverished, or brought to

The Results.

1. That when the tax on property is assessed at

15,300,000/. above eight millions of that sum are charged

on lands and houses, of which 6,433,475/. arise from

lands alone,' and only 3,021,187/. on trades, manufac-

tures, and all other professions, of which not above two

millions can be the proportion of the commercial interest.

Hence it is evident, that agriculture is the greatest source

of our wealth, and the real basis of our prosperity.

2. That the occupiers of the soil in Great Britain alone,

amount to 589,374 individuals /—that 895,998 families

depend chiefly upon agriculture for their subsistence ;

—

and, that at six to a family, (a moderate computation when

the number of servants employed by farmers is considered),

the total number, directly depending on agriculture, can-

not be stated at less than 5,400,000 souls.

3. That by far the largest proportion of the remaining

classes of the community, depend indirectly upon the pro-

duce of the soil for the means of their subsistence ; and

that the land likewise furnishes the raw materials of nume-

rous manufactures, and is the basis of our foreign trade.

4. That the actual contributors to the property tax, from

the occupiers of the soil, amount to 474,596, whilst from

trades, and all other professions, the amount is only 152,926,

making a difference in favour of agriculture, to the amount

of 321,670 actual contributors.

1 That is, deducting j£40,000. on account of the commercial profits

on the iron works.
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5. That from the superior importance of agriculture,

every means ought to be taken to promote its advantage,

and the interest of those who are employed in it ; and for

that purpose, that it is highly expedient, to grant loans

from the public, to the landed, without excluding, if it

shall be found necessary, the commercial interest ;'—to

place the " circulation of the country," (which is at pre-

sent in a most wretched state,) on a footing of security

and abundance ;—and to take such other steps, as may
restore the demand and consumption of a great home mar-

ket, and that internal opulence and industry, upon which

the prosperity of our manufactures, and the revenue of

the state, must principally depend.

December, 1816.

' How could ten millions of the sinking fund be more advantage-

ously employed ?












































